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A MULTIRATE VARIATIONAL APPROACH TO SIMULATION AND
OPTIMAL CONTROL FOR FLEXIBLE SPACECRAFT
Yana Lishkova∗, Sina Ober-Blo¨baum†, Mark Cannon‡, Sigrid Leyendecker §
We propose an optimal control method for simultaneous slewing and vibration
control of flexible spacecraft. Considering dynamics on different time scales, the
optimal control problem is discretized on micro and macro time grids using a mul-
tirate variational approach. The description of the system and the necessary opti-
mality conditions are derived through the discrete Lagrange-d’Alembert principle.
The discrete problem retains the conservation properties of the continuous model
and achieves high fidelity simulation at a reduced computational cost. Simulation
results for a single-axis rotational maneuver demonstrate vibration suppression
and achieve the same accuracy as the single rate method at reduced computational
cost.
INTRODUCTION
To provide a wide range of services across the globe satellites are often equipped with various
flexible appendages such as solar panels, antennas and mechanical manipulators. In recent years
the demand for improvements in satellite functionality and efficiency has led to more lightweight
and flexible structure designs operating under stringent performance, positioning and energy usage
requirements. Unfortunately even the simplest attitude maneuvers are capable of exciting vibrations
in the flexible structures causing loss of pointing accuracy, decreased performance or even structural
damage.1, 2 Thus there is a need for a computationally efficient control method capable of maximiz-
ing the system’s performance while complying with hard safety and operational constraints.
A control methodology capable of guaranteeing efficient operation while respecting such con-
straints is optimal control. Its first application to the problem of flexible satellite control can be
traced back as early as the 1970s. Initial developments included Markley’s work on performance
index selection considering a single flexible mode.3 The work of Breakwell attempted the control
of several modes using feedback control and verified the results experimentally.2 Turner and Junk-
ins also presented work including several modes of vibration and explored the difference in results
obtained using a nonlinear model or its linearization.4 This research was later extended by Turner
and Chun for a distributed control system.5 In all these works and many subsequent ones, the satel-
lite was modelled as a distributed parameter system and approximated using a spatial discretization
technique. This leads to the formulation of coupled ordinary and partial differential equations of
motion. Two of the most common spatial discretization techniques are the Assumed Modes Method
(AMM) and the Finite Element Method (FEM). A detailed review of both and their implementation
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for flexible spacecraft models can be found in Junkins and Kim.6 However, it must be noted that in
both of these techniques a more accurate representation of the flexible dynamics requires the con-
struction of higher-dimensional models, which can lead to a computationally intensive search for an
optimal control law.
Based on this description of the system, an Optimal Control Problem (OCP) can be formulated
and solved using broadly two groups of methods often classified as direct and indirect.7, 8 Indirect
methods employ Pontryagin’s Maximum Principle to derive the necessary optimality conditions
which are then discretized and solved numerically. The method however requires the introduction
and numerical integration of adjoint variables thus increasing the dimensionality of the system by
a factor of two. Furthermore, indirect methods require indepth understanding of the problem and
the method and good initial guesses of the states and/or the adjoints. Additionally, contraints and
terminal conditions can be difficult to incorporate.7 Direct methods on the other hand provide
improved robustness to the choice of initial guess and readily allow for the modification of path-
constraints and boundary conditions. These methods convert the optimal control problem into a
finite-dimensional nonlinear optimization problem through finite-dimensional parametrisation of
the controls or of both the controls and the states. The problem can then be solved using standard
Nonlinear Programming (NLP) solvers in which the necessary optimality conditions are derived
through the KarushKuhnTucker conditions. A ”good” initial guess is still required to initialize
the NLP solver as the solution can often converge to a non-global minimum. One of the main
drawbacks of direct methods is the need to solve large NLP problems, which can require significant
computational resources.7, 9, 10
To improve computational efficiency while maintaining high accuracy of the solution, we pro-
pose the use of a direct transcription method known as Multirate Discrete Mechanics and Optimal
Control (Multirate DMOC), which was introduced by Gail et al. and Junge et al.11, 12 This method
provides high fidelity solutions at reduced computational cost by reducing the number of optimiza-
tion variables and equality constraints as well as providing a sparse structure for the constraint Ja-
cobian.11, 13 In DMOC both the description of the mechanical system and the necessary optimality
conditions are derived though a discrete version of the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle. The result-
ing structure-preserving time-stepping equations serve as equality constraints for the optimization
problem and allow for a discrete OCP formulation, which inherits the conservation properties of the
continuous-time model and provides a sparse structure for the Jacobian of the constraint function.
Preservation of symplecticity and symmetries in the Lagrangian allow for accurate representation of
energy and/or momenta of the system where classical numerical integration techniques such as the
standard Euler or Runge-Kutta methods introduce numerical dissipation which can be problematic
in fuel and energy optimization problems.10–12, 14
The main improvement in computational efficiency comes from the observation that rigid-flexible
structures exhibit dynamics on different time scales associated with the motion of the rigid body and
the appendages, respectively. Integrating the whole system with small time steps would ensure sta-
ble integration of the fast dynamics, but leads to a large computational effort. This can be adressed
through the use of a multirate formulation of the forced variational integrator within DMOC. This
Multirate DMOC formulation allows for the simulation of the slow and fast dynamics to be carried
out on seperate macro and micro time domains, respectively.11 The lower number of macro time
nodes on which the slow generalized coordinates are computed reduces the number of unknowns
in the optimization as well as the dimensionality of the constraints. This results in lower computa-
tional cost compared to the single rate method while achieving comparable accuracy in the solution
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as both slow and fast dynamics are resolved with appropriate time steps.11, 13 Further reduction
in the computational cost and memory can be achieved by the exploitation of the resulting sparse
structure in the Jacobians of the constraint and cost functions.
The presence of dynamics on different time scales was also noted by Azadi et al. where the
system was separated using singular perturbation theory.15 In this work, however, the rigid mo-
tion and the vibration are controlled using different methods. In comparison the multirate DMOC
formulation allows for a unified control methodology, which could allow for better optimality and
constraint handling capabilities, while achieving high fidelity simulation and control at a reduced
computational cost. Additionally, this method does not require for the equations of motion of the
two subsystems to be decoupled and for systems with several slow motions, the number of gener-
alized coordinates discretized on the macro scale can straightforwardly be extended within DMOC
to tailor the method to the specific application and obtain further reductions in computational time
and resources.
In this work we aim to demonstrate the advantages of Multirate DMOC as a simulation and
optimal control method for flexible spacecraft. For this purpose we formulate an optimal control
problem to perform a single-axis rotation while leaving the appendages quiescent at the end of the
maneuver. A general linear model of the spacecraft is chosen to allow for the validation of the
proposed method against the analytical solution and several tests are carried out to demonstrate the
numerical convergence and conservation properties of both the multirate variational integrator and
the full Multirate DMOC scheme. Improvements in the computational efficiency compared to the
single rate standard formulation are thoroughly investigated and demonstrated.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
To represent a wide range of flexible spacecraft we model the system as a rigid hub, representing
the main body, with two rigidly-attached flexible appendages as shown in Figure 1. A single-axis
rotation maneuver is considered under the action of torque control input τ(t) at the hub. It is
assumed to excite the flexible appendages antisymmetrically thus causing no shift in the center-of-
mass of the spacecraft and resulting in the same deflection profiles in both appendages. These elastic
transverse deformations are restricted to the plane X-Y that is perpendicular to the axis of rotation
as shown in Figure 1. The appendages are modelled as cantilever Euler-Bernoulli beams with
attached tip-masses, thus the effects of shear deformation and sectional rotary inertia are neglected.
The appendages are assumed to be identical in geometry and material properties and no structural
damping is considered.
Spatial discretization
To obtain a finite-dimensional model of the system we employ the Assumed Modes spatial dis-
cretization Method (AMM).6 This method expresses the transverse elastic deflection of the beam
w(x, t) as a truncated series of products of assumed spatial mode shapes φj and time varying modal
amplitudes ηj as follows
w(x, t) =
N∑
j=1
φj(x) ηj(t) (1)
HereN is the number of modes retained in the approximation, x ∈ [0, L] denotes the position along
the beam and L is the length of the beam. Together with the angle of hub rotation θ, the amplitudes
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Figure 1: Spacecraft model during single-axis rotation with antisymmetric deformation
(η1(t), . . . , ηN (t)) become the set of the generalized coordinates describing the configuration of the
system in time.6 For the context of rigid-flexible satellites a widely used set of mode shapes is
φj(x) = 1− cos
(jpix
L
)
+
1
2
(−1)(j+1)
(jpix
L
)2
(2)
This set of functions satisfies the physical and geometrical boundary conditions for a clamped-free
beam, but has been shown to produce satisfactory results for models which include tip-masses.6
The Lagrangian
Detailed formulation of the linearized equations of motions can be found in Junkins and Kim and
Turner and Chun.5, 6 Based on these derivations the Lagrangian of the system can be expressed as
follows:
L(ξ, ξ˙) = 1
2
ξ˙
T
M ξ˙ − 1
2
ξT K ξ (3)
where
ξ =
[
θ
η
]
, M =
[
Mθθ M
T
θη
Mθη Mηη
]
, K =
[
0 0
0 Kηη
]
and the time-dependence has been dropped to simplify the notation. Here η ∈ RN×1 is a vector of
generalized coordinates defined as η = [η1, η2, . . . , ηN ]T and ξ represents the configuration vector
of the entire system. The elements of the mass and stiffness matrices are defined as
Mθθ = Jh + 2
[
Jt +mt(R+ L)
2 +
∫ L
0
ρA(R+ x)2dx
]
(4)
[Mθη]i = 2mt (R+ L)φi(L) + 2 Jt φ
′
i(L) + 2
∫ L
0
ρA(R+ x)φi(x)dx (5)
[Mηη]i,j = 2mt φi(L)φj(L) + 2 Jt φ
′
i(L)φ
′
j(L) + 2
∫ L
0
ρAφi(x)φj(x)dx (6)
[Kηη]i,j = 2
∫ L
0
EIφ′′i (x)φ
′′
j (x)dx (7)
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for Mθθ ∈ R1×1, Mθη ∈ RN×1, Mηη ∈ RN×N , Kηη ∈ RN×N . Here [·]′ and [.]′′ denote the first
and second derivative with respect to x, [·]i denotes the i-th element of the respective vector and
[·]i,j the (i, j)-th element of the respective matrix. Jh and R denote the rotary inertia and radius of
the hub. mt and Jt represent the mass and the rotary inertia of each of the tip-masses and ρ, A, EI
are respectively the density, the cross-sectional area and the flexural rigidity of the beams.
The virtual work in this example can be shown to be
δW = f · δξ = τ δθ (8)
where f is the vector of generalized forces. Using the Lagrange-d’Alembert Principle, which re-
quires that
δ
∫ tf
t0
L(ξ, ξ˙) dt+
∫ tf
t0
( f · δξ ) dt = 0 (9)
for all variations δξ with δξ(t0) = δξ(tf ) = 0, one can then obtain the following equations of
motion for this example spacecraft
M ξ¨ + K ξ = D τ (10)
for D = [1, 0, ..., 0]T .6, 14
Transformation to modal coordinates
Eq. (10) represents a set of N + 1 coupled differential equations and to decouple them we intro-
duce the Modal Coordinate Transformation.6, 16 Solving for the eigenvalue problem for M and K,
we obtain a set of eigenvalues λj and normalized eigenvectors ej as follows
|K− λj M| = 0, K ej = λj M ej , λj ≤ λj+1 for j = 1, 2, ... , N + 1 (11)
such that
ETME = I, ETKE = Λ (12)
where
E = [e1, e2, . . . , eN+1], Λ =
 λ1 · · · 0... . . . ...
0 · · · λN+1

and I is the identity matrix. Physically each λj corresponds to the square of the natural frequency
wj (rad/s) of the system under consideration and the corresponding eigenvector describes the corre-
sponding mode shape. Thus introducing the linear transformation
ξ = E q, ξ˙ = E q˙ (13)
the Lagrangian and the generalized force vector can be rewritten as
L = 1
2
( q˙T q˙ − qTΛ q ), f = ETD τ (14)
Applying the Lagrange-d’Alembert Principle as before, the equations of motion can be rewritten as
q¨ + Λ q = ETD τ (15)
This is a system of N + 1 decoupled differential equations each describing a motion with natural
frequency wj .
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Problem formulation
Having defined the model we proceed to formulate the optimal control problem with the objective
of achieving a rest-to-rest single-axis rotation with N quiescent modes at the end of the maneuver.
The cost function is formulated as a sum of weighted quadratic functions of the modal amplitudes,
the modal amplitude rates and the applied control and the overall OCP can be expressed as follows
J(x, u) =
∫ tf
t0
C(x(t), u(t) ) dt =
1
2
∫ tf
t0
[x(t)TWx(t) + u(t)2 ]dt (16a)
subject to
x˙(t) = Ax(t) + Bτ(t) (16b)
q(t0) = E
−1 ξ
t0
, ξ
t0
= [0, ..., 0]T (16c)
q(tf ) = E
−1 ξ
tf
, ξ
tf
= [θtf , 0, ..., 0]
T (16d)
q˙(t0) = q˙(tf ) = [0, ..., 0]
T (16e)
where
x(t) =
[
q(t)
q˙(t)
]
, u(t) = τ(t), A =
[
0 I
−Λ 0
]
, B =
[
0
ETD
]
(16f)
and W is taken to be the identity matrix for this example. This formulation of the cost function
allows for the minimization of control effort, while penalizing trajectories with large modal defor-
mations, which could lead to potential loss of pointing accuracy, degradation of performance or
even structural damage.1, 2
SIMULATION AND OPTIMAL CONTROL USING MULTIRATE DMOC
Multirate configuration description and discretization
As shown previously the system can be decoupled into N + 1 equations of motion. Depending
on the natural frequency of each motion the system can further be separated into slow and fast
subsystems as follows
q =
[
qs
qf
]
, f =
[
fs
ff
]
= ETD τ =
[
Zs
Zf
]
τ (17)
L = 1
2
(
(q˙s)T q˙s − (qs)TΛs qs
)
+
1
2
(
(q˙f )T q˙f − (qf )TΛf qf
)
(18)
where Λs = diag(λ1, . . . , λr), Λf = diag(λr+1, . . . , λN+1), qs, q˙s, fs, Zs ∈ R r×1,
qf , q˙f , ff , Zf ∈ R (N+1−r)×1 and the time dependence has been dropped to simplify the notation.
The size of the slow subsystem r is a free variable and expresses the number of modal coordinates,
which will be treated as slow dynamics and thus discretized on a coarser time grid in the multirate
approach.
In the discrete setting, we introduce two time grids: a macro time grid with the macro time step
∆T and a micro time grid, which is obtained by subdividing each macro step into p equally spaced
micro time steps of size ∆t as depicted in Figure 2. On the macro time grid we discretize the slow
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subsystem and on the micro time grid we discretize the fast dynamics. For this purpose define the
discrete paths
qs
d
(tk) = q
s
k
for tk = t0 + k∆T and k = 0, . . . , ns
qfd(t
m
k ) = q
f,m
k for t
m
k = t0 + k∆T +m∆t and k = 0, . . . , ns − 1, m = 0, . . . , p
by approximating the slow and the fast configuration variables using piecewise-linear polynomials
as follows
qs
d
(t) = qs
k
+
qs
k+1
− qs
k
∆T
(t− tk), q˙sd(t) =
qs
k+1
− qs
k
∆T
, for t ∈ [tk, tk+1] (19)
qf,m
d
(t) = qf,m
k
+
qf,m+1k − qf,mk
∆t
(t−tmk ), q˙f,md (t) =
qf,m+1k − qf,mk
∆t
, for t ∈ [tmk , tm+1k ] (20)
where ns = tf/∆T and denotes the number of macro time steps. On the other hand the control path
u = τ is approximated by piecewise-constant values in ud = τd which are defined at the midpoints
of the micro time grid as follows
τd = {{τm+1/2k }p−1m=0}ns−1k=0 where τm+1/2k ≈ τ(tm+1/2k )
Additionally we define qfk = {qf,mk }pm=0 and τk = {τm+1/2k }p−1m=0.
Figure 2: Micro and macro time grid schematic
Discrete equations of motion
The discrete equations of motion are derived following Gail et al. and Ober-Blo¨baum et al.11, 14 In
standard direct transcription methods this is achieved through the direct discretization of the equa-
tions of motion, which we previously obtained using the Lagrange-d’Alembert principle (Eq. (15)).
In Multirate DMOC, however, the discretization is done one step earlier. Namely, the variation prin-
ciple is discretized instead and the discrete equations of motion are derived from a discrete version
of the above-mentioned Lagrange-d’Alembert principle (Eq. (9)).
First the discrete Lagrangian is defined as an approximation of the action integral for one macro
time step
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Lk = Ld(qsk, qsk+1, qfk) ≈
∫ tk+1
tk
L(qs, qf , q˙s, q˙f )dt (21)
and thus the discrete action sum is defined as
Sd(q
s
d
, qf
d
) =
ns−1∑
k=0
Ld(qsk, qsk+1, qfk) (22)
Similarly on each macro step the virtual work of the external forces is approximated as
fs−
k
·δqs
k
+fs+
k
·δqs
k+1
+
p−1∑
m=0
(ff,m−
k
·δqf,m
k
+fm+
k
·δqf,m+1
k
) ≈
∫ tk+1
tk
(fs ·δqs+ff ·δqf )dt (23)
where the control forces ff and f s have been discretized by discrete left and right forces as follows17
f s±
k
= Zs
(∆t
2
p−1∑
m=0
τ
m+1/2
k
)
for k = 0, . . . , ns − 1 (24)
ff,m±
k
= Zf
(∆t
2
τ
m+1/2
k
)
for k = 0, . . . , ns − 1, m = 0, . . . , p− 1 (25)
Thus the discrete multirate Lagrange-d’Alembert principle can be expressed as
δ
ns−1∑
k=0
(Lk) +
ns−1∑
k=0
[
fs−
k
· δqs
k
+ fs+
k
· δqs
k+1
+
p−1∑
m=0
( ff,m−
k
· δqf,m
k
+ ff,m+
k
· δqf,m+1
k
)
]
= 0 (26)
for all variations δqs and δqf vanishing at the end points (δqs
0
= δqs
ns
= δqf, 0
0
= δqf, p
ns−1 = 0).
The condition for stationary curves qs
d
, qfd can be expressed as
Dqs
k
(Lk−1 + Lk) + f s−k + f s+k−1 = 0 (27a)
D
qf,0k
(Lk−1 + Lk) + ff,0−k + ff,p−1+k−1 = 0 (27b)
D
qf,mk
(Lk) + ff,m−k + ff,m−1+k = 0 (27c)
for k = 1, . . . , ns − 1 in Eq. (27a) and Eq. (27b) and k = 0, . . . , ns − 1 and m = 1, . . . , p− 1 in
Eq. (27c). Here D[·] denotes the derivative with respect to the specified argument. These equations
are known as the discrete forced multirate Euler-Lagrange equations and describe dynamics of the
system under consideration in the discrete multirate setting.11, 14
Discrete cost function and boundary conditions
Similarly to the approximation of the Lagrangian and the virtual work, the cost functional (Eq.
(16a)) is approximated on each macro time step as
Cd(q
s
k
, qs
k+1
, qf
k
, τk) =
∫ tk+1
tk
C(qs, qf , q˙s, q˙f , τ) dt (28)
Boundary configuration and velocity conditions can be incorporated using the definitions of the
fast and slow conjugate momentum, which are obtained using the Legendre transform as shown by
Gail et al. and Leyendecker et al.11, 18
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ps−
k
= −Dqs
k
Ld(qsk, qsk+1, q
f
k)− fs−k for k = 0, . . . , ns − 1
ps+
k
= Dqs
k
Ld(qsk−1, qsk, q
f
k−1) + f
s+
k−1 for k = 1, . . . , ns
pf,m−k = −Dqf,mk Ld(q
s
k
, qs
k+1
, qfk)− ff,m−k for k = 0, . . . , ns − 1, m = 0, . . . , p− 1
pf,m+k = Dqf,mk
Ld(qsk, qsk+1, q
f
k) + f
f,m−1+
k
for k = 0, . . . , ns − 1, m = 1, . . . , p
(29)
Discrete problem formulation
In conclusion, the discrete constrained optimal control problem as defined by Multirate DMOC
seeks to minimize the discrete cost functional
Jd(q
s
d
, qf
d
, τd) =
ns−1∑
k=0
Cd(q
s
k
, qs
k+1
, qf
k
, τk) (30)
subject to the discrete path constraints derived by Eq. (27) and the boundary conditions enforced
through Eq. (29).
COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS
Based on this formulation, multirate DMOC was implemented using MATLAB to simulate and
optimally control the system. For this specific implementation we used the Midpoint Quadrature
Rule to approximate the relevant integrals in Eq. (21), Eq. (23) and Eq. (28).14 An example system
is used for all simulations with the key geometrical and material parameters presented in Table 1 as
suggested by Junkins and Kim.6 The model is constructed with five terms in the AMM approxima-
tion (N = 5) and three degrees of freedom were treated as slow dynamics in the multirate formulation
(r = 3). Based on these specifications the natural frequencies of the system were obtained as w1 = 0
rad/s, w2 = 6.454 rad/s, w3 = 52.41, rad/s, w4 = 1.607 × 102 rad/s, w5 = 3.381 × 102 rad/s and
wN+1 = 5.78× 102 rad/s resulting in dynamics on significantly different time-scales and allowing
for thorough investigation of the advantages of the proposed multirate scheme.
Table 1: Structural parameters used for the simulations
Hub radius R 1.0 ft
Hub rotary inertia Jh 8.0 slug-ft2
Tip mass mt 0.156941 slug
Tip mass rotary inertia Jt 0.0018 slug-ft2
Beam length L 4.0 ft
Beam height h 6.0 in.
Beam thickness t 0.125 in.
Beam linear density ρA 0.0271875 slug/ft
Beam elastic modulus E 0.1584×1010 lb/ft2
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System simulation
Before implementing the optimal control method, the proposed numerical integration scheme
was validated against a reference analytic solution and its advantages were thoroughly investi-
gated. This was achieved through a series of forward simulations in the absence of control for a
time period of t ∈ [0, tf ] starting from a rest position with initial deflection in the appendages of
η(t0) =[0.05, 0.001, 0.001, 0.0001, 0.0001]T .
First, the numerical convergence of the method was investigated by computing the error of the
simulated configuration with respect to the analytical continuous solution. The comparison was
conducted on the macro time nodes for both the slow and fast variables (qs, qf ) using the following
error definition
ex(x d, x) = max
k = 0,...,ns
(‖x k − x(tk)‖∞) (31)
Figures 3a and 3b present the results for tf = 1.2s and macro-micro proportionalities of p= 1, 3,
5, 6, where p= 1 corresponds to a single rate solution. These figures demonstrate error convergence
of approximately order 2, as expected from the order of the chosen quadrature, thus validating the
correct behaviour of the numerical integration scheme. We also note that an order reduction is
observed in both figures for a small region of time-steps indicated by the presence of plateau, as
expected for stiff systems (see Simeon).19
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Figure 3: Numerical convergence study for the numerical integrator using macro-node error com-
putation for tf = 1.2s
Figures 4 and 5 present the evolution of the total energy and the generalized momentum for θ
defined as:
pθ =
∂L
∂θ˙
= Mθθ θ˙ + (Mθη)
T η˙ (32)
The results are obtained from simulations with step size of ∆t = 10−4 using both the variational
scheme with p= 5 and the ode45 MATLAB numerical solver with RelTol of 10−10. As the La-
grangian (Eq. (3)) is not explicitly dependent on t and θ and no damping and external forces are
considered in this test case, both the total energy and pθ should remain constant in time according to
Noether’s theorem.17 Figure 5 demonstrates that both the ode45 implementation and the multirate
10
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Figure 4: Numerical dissipation of total energy
for simulations with ∆t = 10−4 and tf = 60s
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Figure 5: Momentum preservation for simula-
tions with ∆t = 10−4 and tf = 60s
solution successfully preserve pθ. In Figure 4, however, it can be observed that the ode45 imple-
mentation introduces numerical dissipation, while the variational scheme successfully preserves the
the total energy of the system up to small bounded fluctuations known to be present for variational
integrators (see West).20 Together, the two tests demonstrate the structure-preserving properties of
the variational scheme.
123456 12 20 30
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1.2
Figure 6: Mean computational time with standard deviation versus p for a constant micro time step
of 10−4 and tf = 1.2s
Returning to Figures 3a and 3b, we can further observe that making the macro grid coarser by
increasing p, increases the error in the computation of the slow variables slightly, but maintains the
same accuracy in the approximation of the fast ones. This small sacrifice in the accuracy, however,
enables great computational savings. To demonstrate the reduction in computational cost for the
multirate approach we performed a series of simulations for a number of macro-to-micro time step
proportionalities p while keeping the micro step constant at 10−4. Figure 6 presents the mean of
the real elapsed time for the respective simulation obtained from 10 measurements using the tic-toc
MATLAB routine. A clear reduction in the required computational time can be seen by increasing
p up to an optimal value (p= 6 in this instance). The existence of an optimum p-value is due to
the specific implementation of the numerical integrator, which uses the Newton-Raphson Method to
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resolve the system one macro time step at a time. Increasing the number of micro time steps within
this period increases the number of variables being obtained at each iteration of the method and thus
results in slower computations. Nevertheless the results demonstrate that significant computational
savings are possible for a wide range of p-values.
Optimal control using Multirate DMOC
Next the full multirate DMOC scheme was applied for the solution of the optimal control prob-
lem detailed in Equation (16). The optimization was implemented using the interior-point-convex
method included in the MATLAB quadprog routine and validated against the analytical solution
outlined by Turner and Junkins.4 For this purpose a numerical convergence test was performed
analogously to the previous section for simulations of length tf = 0.12s and θtf = 20
◦. The test
was performed using an absolute error computation for the optimal cost C and error estimation fol-
lowing the definition in Eq. (31) for the trajectory ξ and the control force τ . The results presented
in Figure 7 are reasonable as performing the maneuver in such short time interval results in values
for the cost function and the control input of order as high as 1011 and 106 respectively. The figures
show convergence of order 2 for all considered variables, as expected from the use of midpoint
quadrature, thus validating the correct behaviour of the numerical scheme.
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Figure 7: Numerical convergence study for the OCP formulation using macro-node error computa-
tion for tf = 0.12s
An example solution of the multirate OCP is presented in Figure 8 for a rest-to-rest maneuver with
θtf = 20
◦, tf = 4.5s, p = 5 and ∆t = 10−3. The results demonstrate the successful execution of
the maneuver and vibration suppression in all modes included in the model. This example solution
is also used to demostrate the structure-preserving properties of the Multirate DMOC scheme. In
the presence of control forces the difference in total energy and external work is now conserved
and the momentum map evolves according to the Discrete Noether’s theorem with forcing.14, 17 For
the current multirate example the theorem can be shown to be equivalent to the following discrete
conservation law
Ψkd = p
θ
k − pθ0 −
k∑
i=0
p−1∑
m=0
∆t τ
m+1/2
i = 0 for k = 0, . . . , ns − 1 and ET
[
pθk
p
η
k
]
=
[
ps
k
pfk
]
(33)
based on the linear transformation introduced in Eq. (13). Here ps
k
= ps+
k
= ps−
k
and
pfk = p
f,m+
k = p
f,m−
k , which can be derived by replacing Eq. (29) in the discrete equations of
motion (Eq. (27)). For the example simulation above, Figure 11 demonstrates that the Multirate
DMOC method successfully preserves this law and testifies for the structure-preserving properties
of the multirate OCP formulation.
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Figure 8: OCP solution with Multirate DMOC for θtf = 20
◦, tf = 4.5s, ∆t = 10−3 and p = 5
Next, the advantages of the multirate OCP scheme were demonstrated in a series of tests com-
paring the single rate (p = 1) and the multirate (p > 1) solutions. Fundamentally, increasing the
proportionality p leads to a coarser macro time grid on which the slow variables are resolved lower-
ing the accuracy of their computation. On the other hand, using a coarser macro time grid reduces
the number of time nodes on which the slow variables are computed and results in overall reduction
in the number of optimization variables ntotal var and equality constraints neq con used to define the
optimization problem. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 9 for simulations with ∆t = 10−3 and
tf = 4.5s, where ntotal var= nslow var+nfast var, where nslow var and nfast var denote respectively
the number of optimization variables resulting from discretization on the macro and micro grid.
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Figure 9: Size of OCP based on Multirate DMOC for a simulations with ∆t = 10−3 and tf = 4.5s
A more detailed look at the trade-off between accuracy of the simulation and computational cost
of the problem is presented in Figure 10. In this test a series of simulations is performed keeping
the micro time step constant at 10−3 while varying the macro-micro time step proportionality and
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recording the resulting variations in both accuracy and real elapsed time for the optimization. For
this test the relative error is computed using the following definition
erelξ (ξ d, ξ) =
maxk = 0,...,ns(‖ξk − ξ(tk)‖∞)
maxk = 0,...,ns(‖ξ(tk)‖∞)
(34)
The computation time in Figure 10 denotes the mean real elapsed time for the execution of quadprog
obtained from 10 measurements using the MATLAB tic-toc routine. From the figure it can be seen
that by adopting the proposed method it is possible to reduce computational costs significantly for
small sacrifices in accuracy. For example in our case the elapsed runtime is more than halved
between p = 1 to p = 5 for a negligible increase in the relative error erelξ from 9.632 × 10−6 to
1.514 × 10−5. Furthermore, unlike the real elapsed time curve for the numerical integrator, the
real elapsed time for the quadprog function monotonically decreases. However, at greater values
of p we observe diminishing returns as the error increases rapidly for smaller computational time
reductions. Thus the multirate scheme allows for great flexibility, allowing the designer to decide
upon the trade-off between computational cost and simulation fidelity.
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Figure 10: Mean computational time with stan-
dard deviation and relative error in ξ versus p
for a constant micro time step of 10−3, tf =
4.5s and θtf = 20
◦
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Figure 11: Demonstration of the conservation
properties of Multirate DMOC for a simulation
with ∆t = 10−3, p = 5, tf = 4.5s and θtf =
20◦
The trade-off can further be optimized by investigation of the optimal combination of proportion-
ality p and number of variables r discretized on the macro grid as slow variables. For this imple-
mentation of multirate DMOC the dependence of the size of the number of optimization variables
can be expressed as follows
ntotal var = nslow var + nfast var (35)
nslow var(p, r,N, tf ,∆t) = 2 r
( tf
p∆t
+ 1
)
(36)
nfast var(r,N, tf ,∆t) = 2 (N + 1− r)
( tf
∆t
+ 1
)
+
tf
∆t
(37)
As presented in Figures 12 and 13 increasing r and thus reducing the variables discretized on the
micro grid allows for even larger reductions in computational cost. The choices in p and r provide
freedom to the practitioner to tailor the method to the time-scales present in the problem and allow
one to obtain a high fidelity solutions at reduced computational cost.
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CONCLUSION
In this work we propose the use of a multirate variational optimal control scheme known as Mul-
tirate DMOC for simultaneous attitude and vibration control of flexible spacecraft. These structures
experience dynamics on multiple time scales and thus present competing challenges for the nu-
merical integrator and the optimal control solver. The use of small time steps ensures the correct
resolution of fast evolving dynamics, but results in unnecessary computational cost for the approx-
imation of the slow subsystem. For this purpose the proposed method separates the system into a
slow and a fast subsystem and respectively discretizes them on a macro and micro time grid. The
multirate equations of motion and the necessary optimality conditions for the OCP are obtained by
direct discretization of the variational principle. The resulting structure-preserving time-stepping
equations serve as equality constraints for the optimization problem and allow for a discrete OCP
formulation, which inherits the conservation properties of the continuous-time model.
To demonstrate the advantages of multirate DMOC we construct a general linear model of a
flexible spacecraft and formulate an optimal control problem to perform a single-axis rotation while
leaving all considered modes of vibration quiescent at the end of the maneuver. Comprehensive
investigations for this example system demonstrate the numerical convergence and conservation
properties of both the numerical integrator and the full multirate OCP scheme. Ultimately, the
multirate discretization leads to a reduction in the number of optimization variables and equality
constraints whilst providing a sparse structure for the constraint Jacobian. In a series of simulations
it is shown that by tailoring the macro-micro time step proportionality p one can achieve significant
reductions in computation cost for a negligible penalty in accuracy. For the specific example the real
elapsed time for the optimization is more than halved for p=5 for a negligible penalty in accuracy.
Furthermore it is demonstrated that in systems with several slow motions, the number of generalized
coordinates discretized on the macro scale can straightforwardly be extended within the proposed
method allowing for greater reductions in the computational cost. Thus the multirate formulation
provides freedom to the designer to customize the method to the time-scales present in the problem,
allowing for a high fidelity solution at a reduced computational cost. Future work will investigate
procedures for finding optimal p and r values and examine the performance of Multirate DMOC for
flexible spacecraft models including kinematic nonlinearities and dissipation effects.
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